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Recommendations: 

Revise the Authority of the OMB in the land use development proposal 

process 

 Limit the power of the OMB to sending an Application appeal back to the City, 

together with its Decision and Order. 

 After receipt of the returned Application and consideration of the OMB Decision and 

Order, City Council could reaffirm its original ruling, providing that it does so with a 

two-thirds majority vote. There would be a fixed time limit before this City ruling could 

go into effect. Should the Council vote be less than two-thirds, the OMB Decision 

and Order would stand. 

 Where there has been a two-thirds majority vote, the City would immediately notify 

the Attorney General of its reaffirmation. If the Government does not agree with 

Council’s reaffirmation, the Government would notify Council before the time limit 

expiry, and then table legislation to address the issue. 

Establish an Ontario Residents’ Support Office (ORSO) 

 The purpose of ORSO would be to provide resources to assist residents, who 

become involved in municipal land use planning matters, so that they can become 

better informed and more effective. 

 ORSO would complement the new OMB Citizen Liaison Office. Possibly the two 

offices could be combined. 

 ORSO would prepare and publish a general reference document that would describe 

the objectives and method of operation of Working Groups. ORSO would maintain a 

web site that would contain links to all relevant Provincial and Municipal by-laws, 

planning legislation, directives, and procedures pertaining to land use planning. The 

reference would also recommend minimum documentation that should be given to 

Residents’ Working Groups by the Applicant via the City Planner. 

 ORSO would establish guidelines for city planners supplying Residents’ Working 

Groups with supplemental documentation specific to Applications. 

 ORSO would be authorized to provide limited funding for technical consultants to 

assist Working Groups in appeals to the OMB. Such funding would be solely at the 

discretion of ORSO. The reasons for the appeal would have to credible to ORSO. 

 


